SOC265e Urban Sociology
Level: 2
Credit Units: 5 Credit Units
Language: ENGLISH
Presentation Pattern: EVERY JAN
E-Learning: BLENDED - Learning is done MAINLY online using interactive study materials in
Canvas. Students receive guidance and support from online instructors via discussion forums and
emails. This is supplemented with SOME face-to-face sessions. If the course has an exam component,
this will be administered on-campus.
Synopsis:
Urban Sociology studies the significance of cities in the social, economic, and political lives of
contemporary societies. It introduces students to the discipline of urban sociology, to facilitate students¶
learning on how to examine the city through the perspectives of various social theorists and urban
scholars. In doing so, this class combines theoretical materials with students¶experiences in living in
Singapore as one of Asia¶s global cities.
The challenge to conduct an urban sociology class in Singapore is that the existing theories on cities
largely originated from Europe and the United States, while cities have geographically and culturally
distinct features that render them unique. Therefore, students are expected to learn about the influences
of those distinct features on urban life, to understand the impact of globally interlinked cities, to
discover how social problems arise and how to identify the root causes in the urban context.
Topics:
ƔStudying the city: approaches; the city and social theory
ƔTheoretical perspectives on the city: urbanism; urban ecology; postmodernism; comparative
urbanism; southeast asian context
ƔUrban political economy, consumption, and socio-spatial analysis
ƔUrban diversity and global cities: globalisation and diversity; gendered spaces
ƔSocial Inequality and Urban Problems: housing and education; the shadow economy in southeast
asian cities; urban social movements
ƔPlanning the urban environment: planning; urban utopia; the entrepreneurial city
Textbooks:
Rimmer, Peter J. and Howard Dick.: The City in Southeast Asia: Patterns, Processes and Policy. 2nd
Singapore: NUS Press
ISBN-13: 9789971694265
John J. Macionis and Vincent N. Parrillo.: Urban Sociology. (Customised textbook)(etext) Pearson
ISBN-13: 9789814648356
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Learning Outcome:
ƔDiscuss cultural, economic, political, and social forces in urban development and human behavior
ƔRecognise social problems in the city and their relationships with social structure and agency
ƔOutline the role of social institutions in urban planning, visions, and realities
ƔCompare and appraise different models of the city
ƔExamine contemporary issues and interests in Southeast Asian cities
ƔAnalyze socio-cultural and political patterns through the urban fabric
ƔApply theories, knowledge and models to analyse real-world urban settings, spaces and planning
ƔDevelop critical research skills for a case analysis

Assessment Strategies (Evening Class):
Components
Description

Weightage Allocation (%)

Overall Continuous PRE-CLASS QUIZ 1
Assessment
TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 1

10

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 2

20

Overall Examinable ECA
Components
Total

20

50
100
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